
Ironsbottom, Reigate
Offers Over £750,000



Having grown up in this property, I can honestly say we never knew how lucky
we were, weekends were spent playing in the garden ,gazing out in the fields

that often have cows and sheep grazing . Boating down the river mole , and
picnics by the river bank . The views from the back of the house are just

beautiful. Being just outside of Reigate , the location of Hiljays has the best of
both worlds very close to Reigate town , but somewhat feeling like your deep in
the countryside with the peace and quite. Ironsbottom has many country walks

to discover. Its only a few minutes drive from Dovers green , Sandcross ,
Reigate priory and Reigate secondary school . All of these being good schools.

We have thoroughly enjoyed growing up in this safe , friendly and quite
location .



This delightful detached bungalow is tucked
away from town, just a quick walk away
from some beautiful countryside walks.
Surrounded by greenery, this bungalow is
set back from the road and has a fantastic
plot with huge potential!

Parking up on the driveway, you set through
the front door into the spacious hallway
where there is cupboard space for jackets
and shoes to be tided away before you head
through to the large living room. The rear
garden is a tranquil haven which backs onto
the river Mole and enjoys views to the fields
beyond. 

There are three double bedrooms, all with
built-in wardrobes. There are also two
bathrooms, one with a walk in shower and
the other a large tub with an overhead
shower. There is lots of scope to modernise
and extend the property (subject to
planning) and make the most of the
wonderful location and plot on offer.



Need to know

• Detached bungalow surrounded by
countryside

• Three double bedrooms with built-in
wardrobes

• Large living room with access to the
conservatory

• Separate kitchen and dining room

• Sizeable garden that back onto fields

• Two bathrooms, one with a walk in
shower & the other with a large tub

• Off road parking

• Set back off the main road
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Interested?


